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The computer graphics pipeline, also known as the rendering pipeline or graphics pipeline, is a framework
within computer graphics that outlines the necessary...
28 KB (4,407 words) - 20:35, 19 January 2024 In 3-D computer graphics, ray tracing is a technique for
modeling light transport for use in a wide variety of rendering algorithms for generating digital...
60 KB (7,579 words) - 16:12, 10 February 2024 In computer graphics, a shader is a computer program that
calculates the appropriate levels of light, darkness, and color during the rendering of a 3D...
21 KB (2,388 words) - 15:18, 2 March 2024 of digital computers which operate in "discrete" steps and store
data in "discrete" bits. Concepts and notations from discrete mathematics are useful...
27 KB (2,798 words) - 15:11, 5 February 2024 tiny computers that perform the calculations necessary to
display 3D graphics.[citation needed] Modern desktop computers contain many smaller computers that...
137 KB (13,901 words) - 14:40, 3 March 2024 and computer programming. Contents:  A B C D E F G H I J
K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z See also References abstract data type (ADT) A mathematical model...
216 KB (23,784 words) - 18:24, 19 January 2024 Theoretical computer science (TCS) is a subset of general
computer science and mathematics that focuses on mathematical aspects of computer science such...
43 KB (4,498 words) - 04:16, 3 March 2024 aspects of basic and advanced mathematics, methodology,
mathematical statements, integrals, general concepts, mathematical objects, and reference tables...
21 KB (2,591 words) - 15:29, 7 January 2024 Gaming PCs typically differ from mainstream personal
computers by using high-performance graphics cards, a high core-count CPU with raw performance and...
13 KB (1,673 words) - 03:28, 20 February 2024 phenomenon for higher degrees. In the computer science
subfields of computer-aided design and computer graphics, the term spline more frequently refers...
26 KB (4,679 words) - 23:46, 27 December 2023 open-source 3D computer graphics software tool set used
for creating animated films, visual effects, art, 3D-printed models, motion graphics, interactive...
156 KB (11,561 words) - 21:11, 3 March 2024 The history of computer animation began as early as the
1940s and 1950s, when people began to experiment with computer graphics – most notably by John...
109 KB (13,368 words) - 06:57, 31 December 2023 In 3D computer graphics, 3D modeling is the process of
developing a mathematical coordinate-based representation of a surface of an object (inanimate or...
33 KB (3,906 words) - 18:56, 27 February 2024 A vacuum-tube computer, now termed a first-generation
computer, is a computer that uses vacuum tubes for logic circuitry. While the history of mechanical...
23 KB (2,514 words) - 12:55, 8 November 2023 Bézier curve (/?b?z.i.e?/ BEH-zee-ay) is a parametric curve
used in computer graphics and related fields. A set of discrete "control points" defines a smooth...
50 KB (6,966 words) - 22:52, 23 February 2024 established the Computer Graphics Lab (CGL) and recruited
computer scientists who shared his ambitions about creating the world's first computer-animated film...
112 KB (10,357 words) - 16:02, 4 March 2024 processing unit (GPU), which typically handles computation
only for computer graphics, to perform computation in applications traditionally handled by the...
67 KB (6,690 words) - 08:33, 27 February 2024 Infographics (a clipped compound of "information" and "
graphics") are graphic visual representations of information, data, or knowledge intended to present...
41 KB (4,841 words) - 01:10, 3 January 2024 Bump mapping is a texture mapping technique in computer
graphics for simulating bumps and wrinkles on the surface of an object. This is achieved by perturbing...
7 KB (732 words) - 08:32, 13 January 2024 scratching, the website lets users mix together different media
(including graphics, sound, and other programs) in creative ways by creating and "remixing"...
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